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The IQ3 100MP 
Achromatic

Phenomenal clarity for timeless photography



power to take us out of this world and transport us to 

another reality. Phase One is breathing new life into the 

art of photography by developing a system without the 

distraction of color, capturing touching elegance in pure 

creative expression. 

The full-frame IQ3 100MP Achromatic is a tribute to the 

artists that value the heritage of large format black and 

white analog photography. Phase One has reimagined black 

and white imaging capabilities with phenomenal clarity 

and detail. The IQ3 100MP Achromatic gives artists a new 

range of freedom to explore the enduring beauty of black 

and white photography.

Pushing the boundaries

Over the past two decades, Phase One has 

dedicated itself to the craft of photography. Our 

camera systems are designed by photographers 

for photographers and developed by specialists 

who push the boundaries of photographic 

possibilities. We are guided by the photographers 

who inspire us, embracing the traditions of fine art 

photography. Our goal has been to create a digital 

imaging system that captures the timelessness of 

black and white photography in extreme detail 

and resolution. A black and white image has the 

Step out of this 
world and see things 
differently
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“There’s a quality to the black and white photos from this camera that feels like the beautiful 
analog photos from the past that I’ve never seen before in digital.”

– Joel Tjintjelaar, Architectural Photographer
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Unparalleled performance 

The ISO performance of the IQ3 100MP Achromatic is unparalleled. 

Reaching ISO 51,200 the Achromatic back provides increased 

flexibility without introducing color noise artifacts.

ISO flexibility

Unobstructed light

The IQ3 100MP Achromatic is designed as a complete achromatic 

system, built from the ground up using a new dedicated CMOS 

sensor produced without the Bayer color filter, allowing light to reach 

the sensor unobstructed. Without the filter, each and every pixel 

of the sensor captures significantly more light, ensuring absolute 

detail and luminance.

The IQ3 100MP Achromatic can capture much more than the 

naked eye is able to see, as it is designed to capture a broader 

spectrum of light. With the option to also capture light outside the 

visible spectrum, creative possibilities for infrared applications are 

endless, making the IQ3 100MP Achromatic the most light-sensitive 

101-megapixel digital system available.

More light makes for better images

The more light you have available, the better your image can be. 

The depth, the tonality, the detail – with more light comes more 

quality. This is one of many factors that sets larger formats apart 

from the common, smaller formats. Other systems require a lower 

ISO to achieve the same quality results the IQ3 100MP Achromatic 

provides at ISO 200. This means the IQ3 100MP Achromatic creates 

much less noise at any given ISO than comparable color systems.

Unfiltered 
detail

More light
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“Most of my favorite photographs from this period are in black and white, which is one of 
the main reasons why I chose to shoot with the Phase One Achromatic system. I wanted to 
strip away color and focus solely on detail, motion, and style.”

– Rick Wenner, Professional Photographer
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See light beyond the visible

Serving a critical role in the workflow of the professional 

photographer, Live View provides instant feedback to 

confirm composition, focus, and overall accuracy. Live View 

adds even more value when capturing infrared light since it 

displays light that cannot be seen by the naked eye.

Flexibility for artistic vision

The Electronic Shutter provides further flexibility and allows 

you to use any camera you prefer. Be it a custom camera, a 

view camera, or something as simple as a pinhole camera; 

the Electronic Shutter can provide full shutter control 

and operation directly from the back, all with no moving 

parts. It’s the perfect addition to a digital back designed to 

embrace your artistic vision.

Live 
View

Electronic 
Shutter

The difference maker

Phase One develops its own in-house software, Capture One Pro 10, which works in 

perfect harmony with the IQ3 100MP Achromatic, be it in the studio or in the field. 

The result is a seamless professional workflow that delivers the image quality you 

have come to expect.

The Capture One 
connection
Making sure you get the most out of your images
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“A black and white picture has the ability 
to transport the viewer into a different 
time and place. It essentially creates the 
illusion of a timeless experience.”

– Mark Seliger, Portrait Photographer

  © Mark Seliger
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“The absence of color forces the viewer 
to work harder… to extract a photograph’s 
deeper message. A black and white image 
demands a level of engagement (from both 
photographer and viewer) that is different 
to that required by color photography.”

 –Steve Gosling, Landscape Photographer
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Listening to the needs of photographers is at the heart of Phase One. Being a specialist 

company means we are in the unique position of being able to offer a close relationship 

with all our photographers. We are a company of photographers who care a great 

deal about providing practical support and advice whenever asked. Our hardware 

experts promise a response to every request within eight hours, regardless of location 

and no matter the concern. Though, typically that’s seven hours more than we need.

Service and 
support

5-Year Warranty
Offering an industry leading 5-year warranty, Phase 

One covers the entire system from top to bottom, lens 

to sensor. If your Phase One system should suffer a 

fault within 5 years, we will fix your system quickly and 

without delay.

360° Service Guarantee
At Phase One we are thorough in everything we do. That 

means that every time we get a system in for service, 

we take the time to run a full diagnostic and make sure 

every little part is spinning like new. This is our way of 

securing the best possible reliability and longevity for 

your investment.

5-Year Uptime Guarantee
Exclusive to Phase One, we provide you with a worry 

free 5-year uptime guarantee. This guarantee provides 

you access to loan equipment should you need to send 

us your system for any reason, as well as on-site service 

should it be necessary.

Phase One Partners
Expert information and knowledge about Phase One 

systems is available directly from Phase One as well 

as through a worldwide network of carefully selected 

partners. No matter where you are or what time you need 

us, there is always someone available to address your 

question or provide you with the feedback you need.

As the only camera manufacturer with full in-house control 

over all aspects of our camera system and software 

development; our expert support teams have intricate 

knowledge of all the bits and pieces, right down to the 

smallest detail. With complete and comprehensive product 

knowledge, we provide the fastest possible response to 

your needs, and promise the maximum in uptime for you, 

our customer.

Comprehensive 
product knowledge 
and support
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IQ3 100MP Achromatic

Resolution 101 Megapixel

Long exposure 60 minutes

16 bit Opticolor+ n/a

Dynamic range 15 f-stops

Sensitivity (ISO) 200 - 51200

Lens factor 1.0

Sensor type CMOS

Sensor size 53.4 x 40.1

Active pixels 11608 x 8708

Pixel size (micron) 4.6 x 4.6

Output image dim. 300 DPI 98.3 x 73.2cm

Output image dim. 600 DPI 49.1 x 36.9cm

Mount options Phase One XF

3.2” touch display Yes

High bandwith display Yes

XF Powershare Yes

Wi-Fi 802.11 n Yes

Controls & OS

Imaging Sensor

Capture & Light metering

HAP-1

Autofocus sensor HAP-1 1MP CMOS Sensor

Autofocus processor HAP-1 Processor with Floating Point Architecture

Autofocus assist light HAP-1 Precision White light

Hyperfocal point focusing Yes

Upgradeable autofocus 
configurations& patterns

Yes

Autofocus modes Spot, Average, Hyperfocal

Interchangeable focusing 
screens

Yes

Focus & Autofocus

For more information check the technical specification inlay

What’s in the box

XF 100MP
Camera System

H N E Y B E E
A U T O F O C U S  P L A T F O R M

Camera OS

User Interface OneTouch UI

Screen layouts 3 standard layouts

Custom Sets 3 configurations

Save and Load  
from CF

Camera Custom Sets 
Camera System Setup

Custom settings 80+ settings

User upgradeable 
via Back

Yes

XF Top screen

Tools Displays

Bullseye Level Histogram

Focus Stack Seismograph

Time-lapse  Vibration Analysis

Profoto Flash Flash Analysis

HDR Sequence

Secondary shutter release button
(including half press)

Front button 

Shutter release button
(including half press)

Top front key

Top rear key

Front Dial

Side Dial

Rear Dial

Rear button

Ergonomic grip with one 
hand access to controls

XF Camera Features

Frames per second IQ3 Achromatic 100MP up to 1.1 FPS

Capture Drive Modes – Single 

– Delayed 

– Continuous

– Bulb 

– Bracketing 

– Toggle 

– Vibration delay

Toggle Mirror-up Yes

Capture from liveview Yes

TTL Light metering Average, Spot and Auto

HAP-1 Light Metering Used with waist level finder

Profoto Air TTL Up to 6 groups

Flash Analysis Tool Milliseconds / T5 and T1

Viewfinder black-out time 150ms (FPS), 400ms (LS)

AE Lock Yes

Exposure compensation +/- 5 EV

XF IQ3 
Camera System

Phase One XF Camera with 

Prism viewfinder
Yes

IQ Digital Back IQ3 100MP

Waist level viewfinder Optional

Blue Ring Lens Any Prime Lens

Capture One Pro 10 Yes

Pelican Storm Case Yes

Modular F-stop ICU Yes

Laptop compartment with 
built in sunshade

Yes

Charger for IQ3 and XF Yes

3400 mAh Batteries 4

Card reader and CF card Yes

Gray Cards & LCC calibraton kit Yes

Sensor Cleaning Kit Yes

FW and USB cable Yes

Focusing screen Yes

B+W F-Pro 486 UV/
IR Cut Filter MRC Phase One 

Schneider 
Kreuznach

Ø67mm 45mm / 80mm ,
/ 120mm MF -

Ø72mm  120mm AF / 150mm  
55mm / 80mm / 110mm 

/150mm f3.5

Ø77mm 35mm , 75-150mm Zoom -

Ø86mm - 120mm Macro / 240mm

Ø95mm -
45mm / 150mm f2.8 

/75-150 Zoom

Ø105mm
-

35mm / 40-80mm Zoom

IR / UV Cut Filter Options
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For more information, please visit  
www.phaseone.com  

Follow us on:  
Facebook  @PhaseOnePhoto
Instagram  @PhaseOnePhoto
Twitter  @PhaseOnePhoto
YouTube  @PhaseOneDK

The IQ3 100MP
Achromatic

See things differently

Exclusively imported by
B3K Digital 
www.b3kdigital.com 
info@b3kdigital.com 
416-628-8044


